February 11, 2016
In attendance: Steve, Becca, Grant, Keli, Meg, Nolan, Sante, Bruiser, Marcus, Nitro Nick, Lea
Meeting called to order at 7:10
Selecting DJs
11 Slots available
Names drawn; each meeting attendant chose one, Sante will plan performance order.
Sax
Ethos Music
Malia
Avek
Dirty Nate
Schmid-E
Jay Eric
Uppercut
Antithesis
Greasy Monk
Wilder
Alternates
Wayzout
Blom
Bruiser Smith
Chris Irvin
Meg has CDJs, but it would be better to Rent Emily's for $150
Will put a call out to the community first
$100 removed from DJ budget to Fuel, so we *have* to find donated CDJs
Sante will ask Schmid-E if we can use his mixer
Announcement about CBE went out in Jack Rabbit Speaks!!!
Tickets
Going well; most volunteers have not bought tix yet
Art
Seven people have signed up
Still need everyone to promote
To date all artists want outside
If needed Meg can recruit art for inside walls - refer everyone to website!
Heaters
Uncle Dave has five tall propane burners
Meg has cauldron fire pit with screened cover
Nick has a fire pit and a propane burner
Brie needs total by 15th for permit
Need fire wood as budget item - Sante will source ($150)
A very animated conversation took place about wood: who has it, who wants it, who can take it, etc.
Propane budgeted at $350
Receipts will be reimbursed

Volunteers
100 have signed Up
Marcus needs Meg's schedule and Jenny's email
Ticket codes can go out as soon as Marcus sends the list to Guy
Marcus will give volunteer lists to leads for final approval of names (for qualifications, etc.)
Permits
Brie needs fire info by 3/15
Sante wants to know if we are looking to grow this event in the future
Best answer? Yes
If it gets any bigger it will be too big for FF
Adding gene to budget
Nolan needs a week to reserve can finalize day of if need be
Eric (owner of Thor) has 6 genes (Bruiser. Will confirm possible use of genes with/without Thor)
Nick will reach out to people for genes, but they are loud
Sante estimates $560 for gene (rented through Nolan) and 10 tanks of propane needed
DJs, artists and performers should start promoting now to sell tickets

Meeting adjourned so Steve Cnbnban smoke

